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INSPIRA P.R.

The Identity Theft Resource Center’s campaign “K, Bye!” seeks to increase awareness to

their target audiences about identity theft awareness, education and prevention. This

nonprofit organization researches how people in different generations utilize the internet

and their cell phones.  ITRC has stated its main goal in past annual reports, the goal is to

provide more access and platforms for their target audience to use in order to have a

better understanding of identity theft.

The campaign’s relevant publics consist of Generation Y (Millennials)  and Generation Z

as well as Baby Boomers.These audiences can be defined by their individual social and

spending habits.  Generation Z is the most tech savvy and fast spending audience out of

the three relevant publics. Generation Z and Millennials both use social media at the

highest rate of the three publics. Millennials are the most loyal to the brands they choose;

they spend countless hours reviewing and researching online before purchasing new

products. While Millennials prefer a balance between work and social life, Baby Boomers

are very work-centric. Baby Boomers have the most buying power out of these relevant

publics.

These factors are exactly what needs to be researched in order to have an effective

campaign. ITRC has a primary focus on educating its target audience through the use of

research– the better people understand what their habits are, the better off they will be in

avoiding cyber crimes and other identity threats. The success of this campaign will be

measured by the increased amount of knowledge each audience has regarding identity

threats, and the level of participation and engagement of each audience with information

presented and promoted throughout the campaign.

ITRC fluently understands the identity theft crisis in America, as well as that the world is in

its infancy stages of understanding the benefits alongside the threats that modern

technology can present. ITRC's current position continues to be one of thoughtfully

informing their target audience and raising awareness, while the direction ITRC takes is

education and a proactive response to identity theft.

Through ITRC's "K,Bye!" campaign, consumers across all age groups will be better

informed and protected from the dangers of identity crime. 

Executive Summary

1.
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-America along with the world is facing a major identity theft crisis. 

-The age of information and technology has ushered in a new wave of crime. Cyber

and cellular crimes continue to rise each year and the threat of stealing one's

identity through these channels have affected different generations.

Current Situation

Problem Statement

-ITRC wants to empower the citizens (and potential targets of identity theft) to

disconnect from possible scams. Such as hanging up on robocalls by saying the

words “K, Bye!” and disengaging from scam emails and texts. 

-The “K,Bye!” campaign is raising awareness of the public on how to manage and

avoid scams, they understand they cannot end identity theft but they can prevent a

lot of cases through the power of knowledge.

Current Position

-ITRC wants to distribute and educate the nation on the Identity theft problem, they

believe support and education of businesses has a strong positive impact on the

restoration of victims’ lives. They have also avoided legal advocacy as a method of

forwarding its mission. 

-The end state desired is prevention and reduction of identity theft. They

understand it cannot be fully eradicated but can be minimized through the use of

education spread throughout the generations. 

-This campaign is expected to continue further education and support of the

masses, research on different generations online and social habits will continue to

further as well. The better understanding citizens have of how and why people do

things online and over the phone are key elements to better success of prevention

and reduction.

Direction

2.
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-Research will be highly subjective, from the start the campaign has encountered

different takes on what age group belongs to different generations. Boomers could

ages 55-72 in one group and 52-70 in another. The plan is to go with what Pew

Research has put out (55-73) when it comes to age in generations, they are the

most credible source ITRC has at the disposal. 

-The forever changing online crimes is another obstacle that needs to be observed,

people need to fully understand trends the hackers/thieves are following. Citizens

need to understand how quickly technology is changing and how people need to

understand crime comes with the changing technology. 

-The less education and interest people have the higher the chance of this

campaign failing, ITRC needs to be proactive on approaching this problem.

Keeping the public's interest on this threat is hard because people understand that

it can happen to anyone so they pay less attention, education and media can help

us in this cause.

Potential Obstacles

3.

Current Situation Cont.
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Internal Factors

-The current position of the organization’s mission, vision, and values are clearly

stated on the ITRC 2018 Annual report stating that ITRC’s mission is, “ITRC is a non-

profit organization established to support victims of identity theft in resolving their

cases, and to broaden public education and awareness in the understanding of

identity theft, data breaches, cybersecurity, scams/fraud, and privacy issues.” 

-Also, ITRC communicates their vision effectively by stating that “ITRC strives to

reduce the impact and level of harm caused by identity theft and related issues by

being the first place an individual contacts. Moving forward, whether it be for

information or for support during and after an individual becomes a victim, ITRC

wants to be there every step of the way."

-We want the public to remember one thing only: ITRC, Start Here.” Lastly, ITRC

values are stated as, “acting honestly, truthfully and with integrity in all our

transactions and dealings; Avoiding conflicts of interest; Acting responsibly toward

the communities in which we work and for the benefit of the communities that we

serve; Being responsible, transparent and accountable for all of our actions; and

working to improve the accountability, transparency, ethical conduct, and

effectiveness of our stakeholders.” ITRC effectively and clearly communicates the

organization’s current position.

Performance
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-The Organizational business goals and objectives are clearly stated on the ITRC 2018

annual report as “Our goal throughout 2018 was, and continues to be, to provide

more access, pathways and platforms to regular people struggling with a complicated

problem." 

-Not everyone has the resources, either financial or otherwise, to hire a professional to

help them wade through this quagmire. And the level of sophistication in this space

makes professional advice a necessity. ITRC provides that professional advice, and at

no-cost to the public.” 

-The organization is doing well to reach their goals using ITRC’s various

communication advantages such as the ITRC Help app, online website, ITRC social

media platforms, and ITRC customer service. 

-These communication tactics have been a positive impact on the organization since

according to the ITRC 2019 annual report they have been “sponsored for the sixth

year in a row by CyberScout – has become the leading source of data breach trend

information used by the news media, researchers, academics, business analysts and

public policy staff.”

Organizational History

Internal Factors Cont.
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External Factors

-Nonprofit organizations are often thought to not deal with competition, an issue

related only to for-profit businesses and corporations. However, this is simply not

true–competition exists for every organization in some form or another. In fact,

Nonprofit Hub claims that, “nonprofits don’t just compete against other

organizations that focus on the same issue; they’re also competing for the public’s

attention for their mission and why it should be supported”. 

-Competition in the nonprofit sector is a battle for a target audiences’ attention, as

well as financial support from donors.

Competition

The biggest external environment affecting ITRC’s organization would be the

presence of scammers and their tactics for attacking the target audience. Due to the

changing world of the internet and differences in attitudes across generations,

scammers have had to adapt. According to ITRC, “scams can take the form of

emails, text messages, phone calls, through social media accounts and more."

Thieves want access to social security numbers, bank account or credit card

numbers, driver’s license number, insurance policy numbers (medical and auto),

date of birth and state or employee identification numbers.

 

 

Environment



The Generation Z population consists of individuals that fall in the 7-22 age range.

This audience grew up in the digital age and they are very familiar with technology

and its advances. According to an entry on Business2Community states that this

generation prefers YouTube, Instagram and Snapchat as their top social media

platforms, and nearly ¼ of Gen Z users say that YouTube provides the best web

experience. Also, based on a branding study entry done by IBM, Gen Z spends 74%

of their free time online and 37% of respondents indicated that listening to music is

one of their top three spare-time activities. According to data collected by

Northwestern Mutual’s 2019 Planning & Progress Study, 57% of Generation Z have

no idea how much they have in personal savings. Research displayed by an article

from  Lexington Law also found that Generation Z has a higher total transaction of

items than Millennials and Baby Boomers.
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Relevant Publics

Generation Z

Target Audiences For The Campaign:

Generation Z Profile:



The Generation Y  also referred to as “Millennials” consists of 83.1 million

individuals in the United States that fall in the 25-39 age bracket. According to

studies done by Pew Research, Millennials embraced the internet earlier and faster

than the generations before them. This generation is also very loyal to the brands

that they choose to purchase products from. For example, Forbes reported that 60%

of Millennials stay loyal to brands. A research article from PostBeyond also found

that 90% of Generation Y routinely researches products online.  Also, studies found

by Slate display that Millennials are a “rise and grind generation”, as they do not

stop or settle down as fast as boomers did in their lifetime. According to an excerpt

from Digital Marketing Community (DMC),  88% of Millennial respondents have a

membership on Facebook and 83% are active on YouTube. A research article by

Forbes also reported that Millennials spend more money on social outings and the

majority have less than $1,000 in their savings. Forbes also reported that 65% of this

generation do not own credit cards, have less debt and car purchases than its

preceding generations.
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Generation Y (Millennials)

Generation Y (Millennials) Profile:

8.

Relevant Publics Cont.



The seniors ages 55+ target audience is famously referred to as the “Baby Boomer”

generation. According to research found by Lexington Law, there are currently 73.4

million Baby Boomers in the United States. Lexington Law also discovered that this

generation has $2.6 trillion in buying power, which is more than the other

generations listed. Data found by Marketing Charts showed that Baby Boomers

possess the majority of US household wealth. A research article by Post Beyond

stated that only 21% of Baby Boomers have an Instagram account in comparison to

the 40% of Millennials who have an Instagram. Furthermore, data collected by Pew

Research showed that 89% of Baby Boomers own a cell phone, and 52% of these

individuals own a smartphone. According to research found on The Balance

Careers Baby Boomers are very work-centric, unlike their Millennial counterparts

who enjoy a social life balance with their work. It is also important to note that this

generation is very religious. Research from Pew Research shows that 87% of Baby

Boomer respondents believe in a higher power.
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Baby Boomer Generation (Seniors 55+)

Baby Boomer Generation (Seniors 55+) Profile:

Relevant Publics Cont.



Gen Z cares about the environment, community, freedom of expression and racial

diversity (Nonprofit Pro). They are also similar to millennials in how they spend their

free time–according to a blog post from Market Charts, 37% of Gen Z respondents

indicated that listening to music is one of their top-3 spare-time activities, ahead of

reading (27%) and watching TV (23%). Generation Z has left behind older social

media platforms like Facebook for younger and fresher platforms such as Instagram

and Snapchat, yet YouTube still reigns king (Business 2 Community). YouTube is

seen to be one of, if not the most, popular social media platforms that stretches

across the entire target audience and would be an ideal place to create awareness

of scammers and how to avoid becoming a victim of identity crime.

INSPIRA P.R.
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Generation Z 

Additional Generation Behavior Research

Millennials, currently between the ages 25-39, are considered tech-savvy,

achievement oriented, social and adventurous. According to the Pew Research

Center, millennials, as of 2019, have a nationwide population of 73 million,

surpassing the declining Boomer generation. Millennials are similar to Boomers in

their social media habits, with the top two preferred platforms being Facebook and

YouTube, however Instagram and Twitter still have a large number of millennial

users compared to Boomers (DMC). Millennials also enjoy travel, music, art and

shopping, and they value saving money on these hobbies and other aspects of

their lives. According to an article on Forbes Business, 66% of millennials would

switch brands if offered at least a 30% discount. Although millennials are

considered tech-savvy, they still may be vulnerable to phishing scams offering

deals and savings on their favorite brands and hobbies.

Generation Y (Millennials) 



Baby Boomers, specifically those 55 years old or older, have very different social

habits than the younger two generations. Baby boomers have a nationwide

population of roughly 72 million (Pew Research Center), and they like to

communicate and entertain themselves through both traditional and modern

means. According to Forbes Communication Council, the boomer generations

spends just as much time watching television as they do online. Of this time online,

a large portion is spent by boomers checking and reading emails, banking, online

shopping and social media. And because Baby Boomers are not as internet-savvy

as Gen Z or millennials, Boomers can easily fall prey to scams online. In order to

spread awareness to this generation, it is important to look at what social media

platforms they prefer. According to Statista, the top two social media platforms used

by Baby Boomers are a close tie with 70% using YouTube and 68% using Facebook.

INSPIRA P.R.
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Baby Boomer Generation 

A big threat to this campaign is how resourceful human beings can be when it

comes to scamming individuals. People are always using technology and creativity

to their advantage along with outsmarting technology to the best of their ability

along the way. Each of these target audiences have different weak points when it

comes to being at risk for identity theft and fraud.  

-Generation Z individuals are frequent spenders and spend the most time on social

media where scams can be found through clickbait and dishonest advertisements.

Generation Y individuals spend the most time researching brands and their

products which can lead to them being misguided by dishonest reviews. Lastly,

Baby Boomers have the most spending power in the country and are not as

technologically advanced as Generation Z and Y which makes them a perfect

target for theft and fraud. 

-A successful campaign led by ITRC will happen by focusing on what each of

these identities prioritizes and need when it comes to spending behavior and

technology use.

Threats To Campaign

Additional Generation Behavior Research Cont.
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-National nonprofit organization with wide reach

-Government/grant funding- not asking for individual donations

-Mission statement is altruistic and its services benefit society

-Provides best-in-class victim assistance at no charge to consumers

-ITRC advisors represent more than 50 years of case resolution experience

-Aims to educate consumers and businesses of the treats of identity crime -app

Strengths:

ITRC S.W.O.T Analysis

-The “K, Bye” campaign has a strong message, but each target audience needs to

be marketed to by different strategies consisting of different types of ads and ways

of spreading fraud and theft awareness.

-Gen Z spends most of its time on social media platforms and they would benefit

from seeing ads or posts that educate them on the dangers of identity theft and

fraud.

-The ITRC character avatars would benefit more from a larger selection to choose

from. Millennials are captivated by a minimalistic layout and presentation. ITRC

would benefit from having a minimal layout with a simple color scheme.

Baby boomers are very active on Facebook and they would benefit from having a

larger Facebook presence from ITRC.

-There are also no review viewing options for ITRC online. Millennials spend hours

researching reviews before trusting a brand this target audience would be

captivated by being able to see reviews.

Weaknesses:
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-High Demand for a similar product or service. (Increasing numbers of data

breaches each year).

-Higher amounts of online shopping is contributing to higher identity theft cases.

Creates more opportunities for the company.

-Large amount of new tech companies who may need identity theft coverage.

-New social media outlets which may also create new opportunities.

Mobile payments, Crypto Currency and other new methods of payments can

present new opportunities for the company.

 

 

 Opportunities:

Venmo

Ransomware

Dating Apps

Robocalls

Equifax

-Always evolving technology (every time new technology hits the market,

scammers will find ways around the security).

-Lack of knowledge/awareness (people simply aren't informed on the changing

ways of the world around them and how to take steps to prevent themselves from

being a soft target).

-Willingness to give private information without reading the fine print.

-Types of scams: 

 

Threats:

ITRC S.W.O.T Analysis Cont.
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Budget

Marketing

Instagram ads
Youtube PSA ads
sponsorships for YouTube
sponsorship placement on
Anchor.fm
Giveaways on YouTube and
Instagram
Promotional Items
 

PSA Video shoot

Film Crew
Filming Location
Travel expenses

Cost Budget

$2,000

$160

$10,500

$225

$1,500 $2,000
$500 $1,000

$180

$500 $600

$200
$2,500

$1,000 $1,000

$2,000$1,800

Total Spent: $7,660
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Timeline
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Social Media Platform Strategy

Facebook:
Best Ways to Get Exposure: Facebook varies from user to user when it comes to

targeting and gaining exposure. We must use precise research on our audience in

order to gain traction. The best day to post is Wednesday with the best time

between 11 am-1 pm. The most consistent engagement times are from 9 am-3 pm.

Its algorithm is user friendly and makes the user in charge of what they see. This is

done by who the user typically interacts with, the type of media the user posts, and

the popularity of the posts the users’ likes.

Top target demographics using the platform: 

-Baby Boomers

-Millennials

Creative ways ITRC can use the platform:

 -Facebook Live

-Facebook Stories Feature

*Content examples can be found on Appendices C. page 23
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Twitter:
Best Ways to Get Exposure: The best times to post on Twitter are Wednesdays at 9

am and Fridays at 9 am. Saturday gets the least engagement. Hashtags are huge on

Twitter and the best way to gain exposure. Businesses or ideas can tweet out

whatever and anchor that tweet by a trending hashtag. Creating and modifying

images to fit Twitter’s template also is a great way to gain exposure.

Top target demographics using the platform: 

-Millennials

Creative ways ITRC can use the platform:

 -Create Twitter Cards 

-Hashtag holidays: ()

-Regular consistent hashtagging

-Influencer engagement

-Use the platform’s “trending” section to engage with users

*Content examples can be found on Appendices C. page 24

Social Media Platform Strategy Cont.
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Instagram:
Best Ways to Get Exposure: The best time to post on this platform for Nonprofit

organizations is Tuesday-Friday at 3 pm. Comments, likes and shares impact the

algorithm’s feed ranking. A lot of large company brands are now taking advantage

of sharing ads through Instagram stories. Using the correct type and amount of

hashtags can also increase engagement. Paying for sponsored posts, doing

giveaways and following trends are a few more ways to get exposure within the

app.

Top target demographics using the platform: 

-Millennials

-Generation Z

Creative ways ITRC can use the platform:

 -Instagram Live -Influencer engagement-Instagram stories feature and -Promoted

posts feature

-Hashtag Holidays:()

-Regular consistent hashtagging

*Content examples can be found on Appendices C. page 25

Social Media Platform Strategy Cont.
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YouTube:
Best Ways to Get Exposure: The best time to upload a video to Youtube would be

during weekdays between 2 or 4 pm CST or EST. Youtube traffic is highest in the

evening during the evening from 7 and 10 pm EST or CST. Uploading a Youtube

video a few hours earlier will allow the video to show up in search results. Using a

good title, a good video thumbnail, proper tags, and subscriber count are all factors

that are key in generating views for your content. Using a weekly upload schedule

by uploading videos on the same day at the same time of every week can help ITRC

youtube subscribers know when there will be a new video.

Top target demographics using the platform: 

-YouTube is the most used platform among all three target audiences.

Creative ways ITRC can use the platform:

 -Ask Youtube Influencers to discuss the company and warn their followers about

the dangers of identity theft in the form of an ad on their videos.

-Place ITRC advertisements before videos begin targeted at each audience using

analytic data. 

*Content examples can be found on Appendices C. page 26

Social Media Platform Strategy Cont.



• PRACTICE PATIENCE 

• BE UNDERSTANDING OF      

OTHERS’ SITUATIONS

• BE ACCOMMODATING

 

· DON’T SOUND

INCONVENIENCED 

· DON’T IGNORE

· DON’T BE CARELESS OR

WITHOUT SYMPATHY

 

 

WE WANT TO PROVIDE

YOU WITH ACCURATE

DATA AND PROMOTE

AWARENESS ON

IDENTITY THEFT

PREVENTION

· BE CLEAR AND CONCISE

· PROVIDE ACCURATE

INFORMATION

·BE INSTRUCTIVE ON

WHERE TO FIND

RESOURCES

· DON’T ASSUME

VICTIMS ARE ALL-

KNOWING

· DON’T PROVIDE FACTS

WITH ARROGANCE

· DON’T PROVIDE FALSE

INFORMATION

 

 WE HAVE MORE THAN

50 YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE

RESOLVING CASES

BOTH BIG AND SMALL.

NO MATTER YOUR

SITUATION, WE’RE HERE

FOR YOU

· BE TRANSPARENT

· HONESTY AND INTEGRITY

ARE KEY

ELEMENTS

· BE GENUINE DURING

CONVERSATIONS WITH

VICTIMS.

· DON’T FAIL TO FULFILL

COMMITMENTS

· DON’T BE BIASED WITH

CLIENTS

· DON’T BE DISMISSIVE
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Appendix (A) Brand Voice Chart

Helpful Neighbor

Informative

Trustworthy

WE ARE HERE TO HELP

GUIDE YOU THROUGH

CHALLENGING TIMES

AND REDUCE

IDENTITY THEFT

DO DO NOT

DO DO NOT

DO DO NOT
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Appendix (B) Social Media Calendar

MARCH
March 1st: 
-Youtube Video Upload #1 Women's History

Month

March 10th: 
-Instagram Post #1 Spring Computer cleaning

post for Daylight Savings time

-Youtube upload #2 top 10 ways to staying safe

online

March 12-13th: 
-Instagram Post #2 Run promoted Instagram Story

about protecting yourself from online scammers

March  17th:
-Instagram Post #3 Saint Patrick's Day Post

-Youtube Upload #3 Saint Patrick's Day youtube

upload
March 18th:

-Facebook Post #1

March 19th:
-Facebook Post #2

March 26th:
-Instagram Post #4 Inspirational quote from a

large technology company owner (use hashtags)

APRIL
April 1st: 
-Facebook Post #3 for April fool's Day

-Instagram Post #5 April Fool's Day Meme Post

about COVID-19 (use hashtags)

-Youtube upload #5 for April Fools Day

April 4th: 
--Facebook Post #4

April 7th: 
-Youtube Upload #6 video on how to use the

ITRC  app to help stay safe online

April 8th:
-Facebook Post #5

-Instagram Post #6 Online Safety Tips During

COVID-19 (use hashtags)

April 12th: 
-Facebook Post #6 for Easter 

-YouTube Upload #7 to show ITRC's appreciation

for Easter Sunday

April 14th:
-Instagram Post #7 Promoted Post to download

ITRC app (use hashtags)

-April 15th:
-Continue Instagram Promoted Post #7

-Facebook Post #7

April 21st: 
-Youtube Upload #8 collaborate with tech

Youtubers' for cyber security

April 22nd: 
-Facebook Post #8

-Instagram Post #8 Organic Instagram Story and

post about COIV-19 Q&A

April 29th: 
-Facebook Post #9

 

MAY
May 4th
-Instagram Post #9 May The Fourth Meme post (use holiday hashtag #MayThe4th)

-Facebook Post #10 for May The Fourth

May 5th: YouTube Upload #8 for Cinco De Mayo

May 10th: 
-Youtube upload #10  ITRC appreciation for Mothers Day

May 11th: 
-Facebook Post #11

May  13th:
-Instagram Post #10 Job Listing scams as a result of COVID-19

March 19th:
-Instagram Post #11 Fast Fact Post about Identity Theft

YouTube Post #11 Behind the scenes at ITRC

March 20th:
-Facebook Post #12

March 27th:
-Instagram Post #12 Giveaway for downloading the ITRC app
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Appendix (C) Social Media Content Examples

FACEBOOK
Facebook Live is a great example of how ITRC can interact with it's
audience and give answers to any question immediately 
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Appendix (C) Social Media Content Examples Cont.

TWITTER
An example of a twitter card, in which the content takes advantage of a
national holiday to promote campaign message.
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Appendix (C) Social Media Content Examples Cont.

INSTAGRAM
Promoted and organically posted Instagram Story feature

examples:

Promoted Story 1 Organic Story 2
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Appendix (C) Social Media Content Examples Cont.

YOUTUBE
A great thumbnail and title is key to receiving the most amount of views on

your video. Using a behind the scenes video can further help ITRC’s

audience connect better with the company.
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Appendix (D) Fact Sheet 

26.
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Appendix (E) Infographics
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Appendix (E) Infographics
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Appendix (E) Infographics
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Appendix (F) Promotional Items

Face masks with ITRC logo
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Appendix (F) Promotional Items Cont.

Personal hand sanitizers with ITRC logo
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Appendix (F) Promotional Items Cont.

Credit card phone wallet with ITRC logo
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Appendix (G) Video PSA
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Appendix (H) Media Partnership Inquiries
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Appendix (H) Media Partnership Inquiries Cont.
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Appendix (H) Media Partnership Inquiries Cont.
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Appendix (I) Press Releases
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Appendix (I) Press Releases Cont.



Conclusion 
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ITRC is confident that the strategies and tactics used in this
campaign will help different generations understand the threat of
identity theft online and over the phone. Baby boomers, Millennials
and GenZ alike will have a better understanding of how to navigate
the internet while protecting themselves from the threat of
scammers and thieves. 
 
This campaign is also dedicated to helping ITRC increase traffic on
their website "kbye.org" a place where their target audience can go
to get up to date information on the changing climate of the
internet and technology. 
 
Social media has become a major source of information for the
target audience, ITRC understands the importance of a strong social
media campaign and how it affects its audience. Through the
continuance of a social media presence our audience will grow their
trust in ITRC and discover us as their main source of information
when it comes to identity theft protection. 
 
The outcome of this campaign will lead to further education of the
threat of identity theft and prevention of such instances. ITRC is
proud to be the front runner in this matter and will continue to
educate the masses. 

39.
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